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Abstract: Starting from approaching the aspects of globalism, technological,
economical and cultural progress of the contemporary world, the paper focuses on the
reconfiguration of the strategic interests of the power hot spots (or power poles), the latest
breaking brand new emergent power poles, the dogfight for supremacy in the political
initiative issue, on the strategic dominance from both economic and technologic angles.
The geopolitical approaches and the security and defense mainstay concepts are introduced
from the specific standpoint of each school of strategy in both European and Asian space.
The asymmetric menaces on security and the development of the states, the clash for
resources as seen in the context of the world wide raging crisis today, the budding of new
power spots in the making, gauged against the global framework, lead to extra boosting the
head-on confrontation and competition among the mighty powers of the world, to reshaping
accordigly their strategic stands but also to a post-globalization updated world order.
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he world at large, with its huge progress in technology, civilization,
culture, information and economics, is ground and torn apart by
mighty contradictions, strong challenges, much too obvious discrepancies,
where the various hues in progress and of protest against the very side
effects of this very progressive trend are vectors which, as they move away,
do tighten the string raising the stress level, the crisis spots and the overall
conflict status.
In these conditions, a complicated brawl is currently under way on
redraw the power poles, to gain and maintain both political and strategic
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